Humanity has been in existence at least 8913 generations, at least. God has had a genetics project running for at least 222825 years, Project Adam/Awan. Before I explain that project, I need to explain the precursor: Project Lucinda. Lucinda is my “made up” name for Lucifer’s twin sister, Jesus’ sister, a child of the Prime Goddess and the Father aka the decidedly MALE Holy Spirit.

When I was around eight years old, I suggested to God that She implement a eugenics program to guide homo sapiens toward a “good human”. She replied that that project was already in progress and ongoing, nearing completion. She showed me the numbers above on the left side of the image. She explained that the concept was good but incomplete; the revised/implemented project was a modified Project Lucinda such that every generation included a 100% Adam-type or equivalently 100% Lucinda.
On the right side of the image, 100% Lucinda equates with an injection of that set of genes into the human genome with the label Awan\(^n\), where \(n\) denotes the number of generation after Adam.

Now of course the number 222825 is derived based on the two numbers: fertility rate = 2.5 – and – human generation period = 25. Those two numbers likely fluctuated wildly over the course of human evolution from around one million years ago to today.

One might speculate that at the divergence of homo sapiens from: homo neanderthal \textbf{and} homo denisovan, we might \textbf{ASSUME} that gene-set-Lucinda \textbf{equates} with h.s. but we’d be \textbf{IN ERROR}. Remember that \textbf{both} neanderthal and denisovan \textbf{intermingled} with h.s. \textbf{many times} between divergence and now.

It has been speculated that the human genome is a response to viral attacks since we were bacterium. It is quite possible that evidence is encoded in our DNA. Whatever the case may be, we contain the \textbf{entire history} of our evolution from bacterium to homo sapiens \textbf{within} our DNA.

\textbf{Only consciencious investigation} in genetics will reveal those connections with our past.